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The Works Museum hosts Tech Fest, its annual family engineering & technology fair
Gather your young inventors and creators for a special family day when The Works Museum hosts its
annual Tech Fest event on Saturday, February 27. Experience the Museum’s exhibits and dozens of handson activities and demos with the Museum’s corporate, education, and non-profit partners.
Tech Fest offers a unique opportunity for families to explore engineering and technology with real scientists
and engineers. Presenters engage with activities and demos designed for kids. You don’t need to be an
engineer to have fun – Tech Fest is all about being curious and exploring together.
“No one else does hands-on learning like we do, and Tech Fest is our biggest, most mind-blowing event of
the year,” said Kit Wilhite, Senior Director of Learning Experiences at The Works Museum. “It’s a great way
to spend a wintery Saturday with your family!”
Tech Fest Details:
What: Tech Fest, The Works Museum’s annual family engineering & technology fair. The event
features dozens of hands-on activities and demonstrations designed for families to explore
together.
When: Saturday, February 27, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Details at www.theworks.org.
Where: The Works Museum, 9740 Grand Ave S, Bloomington. Just off 35W at 98th street. Free
parking.
Who:

Open to the public, Tech Fest is for kids, families, and anyone who loves to explore
engineering! Recommended for ages 4 and up.

Cost:

$8 for advance registration, $10 at the door. Members are free. No passes or coupons
accepted.

More: www.theworks.org or 952.888.4262.
ABOUT THE WORKS MUSEUM. The Works Museum is all about hands-on engineering for kids. Through
interactive exhibits and programs, The Works encourages kids and families to explore engineering together.
Serving more than 78,000 kids, families, and educators annually, The Works Museum inspires the next
generation of innovators, engineers, and creative problem-solvers. For regular hours and admission,
membership, and camp information, visit www.theworks.org.
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